In the February 16, 1862 issue of *Kinder Courant* Part 10, Plaat (Plate) 33 introduced a simplified form of the well-known ‘give and take’ game “Uilenbord.” In the game, players roll dice and according to the instructions pay or remove reserves from the ‘Pool.’

On blz. (page) 129 the rules for the game are explained covering the (problematic) issue of a double-winner.

**DE PLAT — THE PLATE**

(translation)

Once again, a game for winter evenings! The Grenadiers Game is played with two dice; a throw decides who plays first; the one with the highest roll plays first. — Everyone puts six ‘pepernoten’ (small cookies F.H.) into the pool. — One searches the number thrown, which can be found below the explanation.

The one who throws double-six wins the game, and starts the next play. The player who wins two successive plays, becomes a freebooter, and is chased three times getting each time from each other player, a slap around the table. [AGPI]
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